CONTACT: Krystalaimagic@gmail.com
MISSION STATEMENT OF THE COSMIC MYSTERY SCHOOL OF
THE OMNIVERSE
We are here to bring you information that you won't hear anywhere
else. We are here to allow to know all of the truth that was stolen from
the Human Angelics, and is now being returned by the Star Seeds.
We will be teaching you the truth about your 12 DNA. We will be
teaching you the truth about your divine ability to orb, turn to light and
bi-locate. You will be reading and hearing many other people on other
sites claiming that they are giving you the frequencies that they say
you need to do something. This website provides the frequencies that
are needed to spin your merkaba into an orb that allows you to turn in
to light. So far, only the activated Star Seeds on Earth can discern the
difference. That is why there is so much lack or truth out there right
now. It is time for the Star Seeds to reseed the Earth with the Truth.
It is your DIVINE RIGHT to make your own decisions. TUNE IN. We
are allowing you to hear for your self the frequencies that we are
talking about and the frequencies that we are selling. You will know in
great detail how they were created, how we were directed by our
Angelic Elohim of Hearing in creating every tune. How we were
educated by the Zionites, who created the 12 coded template to be
returned to our race line. How we were educated by the Eieyani,
Elohim-Elohei, and many other Cosmic Guardian Races in creating these
exact frequencies of Consciousness from Their Frequencies..
Go ahead and listen to frequencies on other websites and on the
YOUTUBES. Begin to train your mind to DISCERN the difference.
Discernment is Crucial on Earth at this moment because there will be
many who are still on Earth who will try to block the 2017 Mass
Ascension. Most of them have good intentions, but still don't know who
they really are.
We will be teaching you the truth about your Eternal Life that will
begin very soon. It's all about Frequencies. It's all about the
Frequencies of the Stars - the Star Language. Those Stars are your

Souls. Your Soul is YOU. It is not a past you or a part of you - it is
YOU. You are a Star. We are just here to activate those frequencies
that will align into the atunement with the sound waves that you really
are.
It is our mission to allow Star seeds to know who they really are, how
they got here and what their real mission here is. I teach the true
ascension process as it completely relies on the special 12 coded divine
blue print brought to Earth by the Star seeds between 2000-2012.
We are the incarnates from the Priesthood of UR. We are the creators
of the plan to save the Angelic Human Race line. We are the original
Guardians of Tara and Earth. We are the intervention team who is
responsible for dismantling the Frequency Fence that has been
disengaging the 12 DNA code template from engaging in human angelics.
We are the team who created the Jesus and Mary plan to activate the
12 DNA code on Earth, and we are completing that mission now. We
have completed the mission of bringing in a group of Star seeds with 12
DNA code activated at birth. We have prepared the seeding of 144,000
star seeds who carry at least 5DNA and 6DNA activation potential. You
are the star seeds who will activate all of the 5DNA in all Angelic
Humans on Earth.
There were several groups of star seeds before that time who had the
mission of obtaining the coded knowledge that awaited in our DNA to
be awakened at this time in history that would allow us to guide the
Starseeds with the wisdom obtained in our pre ascension training. My
mission was given to me by the Elohim Angels to bring the Highest
Frequencies to Earth through the Music of the Spheres. That process
in itself required knowing absolutely everything about Ascension, the
Starseeds and how this entire Starseed mission will be completed by
2017.
This website will help you understand your mission as Parents of Star
seeds, because most star seeds are very young, and need assistance in
their mission.
There will be other missions beyond this one. The Cosmic Mystery
School of the Omniverse has acquired the teachings from the Priests

of Ur, the Eieyani, Zionites, Aquafarians, Oraphim Braharama
Cetaceans, Cosmic Councils and Elohims for this stage of the mission. I
am on the Cosmic Council of Crystalai, one team in the Preists of Ur. I
work with several groups of Guardian Races. I am also from the
Aquafarian Team, who came here during the first seeding of Tara and
one of the originators of the plan to build a Cosmic Bridge through
Frequencies of the Music of the Spheres, which all Starseeds would
attune to for easy passage.
My name is Krystalai. My teachings can all be found at
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com
I do training and have done training for many years through the phrase
/ name
"The Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse"
There is only one teacher and person and has always been only one
teacher and person at / through The Cosmic Mystery School of the
Omniverse and that teacher and person is and has always been Me.

